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The	droef	sustainability	contest 

 

Inspired by the words of Martin Luther King, I started 

my presentation for my sustainability class full of fire ; 

“I have a dream! I have a dream that one day this world 

will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: 

that all men will live in harmony with nature instead of 

destroying it!”. I guess that the mean message of this 

phrase will count for most people in Droef. Maybe it is 

not the battle for nature that will blow fire into them 

but social issues like poverty, inequality, freedom, 

privacy, etc. However reality often overtake us when 

under the warm comfy shower minutes are ticking 

away, or when the price of the fairtrade chocolate does 
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not permit an extra beer and the “non-sustainable” 

product does. Besides it is sometimes hard to know 

where to start, or what is right or wrong.  

 Anyhow most people in Droef, I think, still believe in 

something, still stand for something and that is why I 

decided to start my sustainability project, an 

assignment for that class, in Droevendaal. Some of you 

will probably remember the little posters, the 

challenges, or me knocking at your door. The goal of my 

project was letting people think about their behaviour 

and the concept of sustainability.  

 So how did the contest work? Houses could challenge 

each other, and accept or decline the challenges they 

received. The challenges could be everything as long 

as they were in one way or another sustainable and 

achievable in one week. I purposely not defined 

clearly what I understood under “sustainable” since it 

would only create never-ending discussions.  The only 

demarcation I gave was that it had to improve 

Droevendaal or the direct social or natural 

environment 

And what were the results? (Keep reading, this is the 

best part.) 89 had to use 100% recycled unbleached 

toilet paper, 35 had to repair the common woodshed 

and fireplace with 45, and whole Droevendaal had to 

hug at least once a day his housemates and sincerely 

ask “how are you”. By the way this last challenge 

provoked quite some awkward situations in some 

houses.  Most houses accepted at least one challenge. 

I have to admit that in my hurry to packed up for my 

thesis destination I did not pass by all the houses to 

ask how the challenges went. But I know that, every 

time I saw Stefan (55) going to the market he would 

bring a backpack with him filled with jars. “The 

shopkeepers are not always happy with my jars” he 

said laughing, trying to fulfil the no-waste challenge. 

At house 65 they went regularly outside to piss in 

attempt to make going to the toilet more sustainable. 

49 and 55 had their romantic non-waste, vegan diner 

and the droefcafé took place again after three years of 

apathy (challenge: organise an event for droef). And I 

am pretty sure that a lot of cold showers were also 

taken that week. Did it have long lasting effect? This is a 

question that is difficult to answer. I know that two of 

my housemates stayed vegan and we now have a bag 

recycle system in the house.  But I guess that 

sometimes minutes are still ticking away while standing 

under that warm comfy shower. 

And last but not least. Difference can only be made by 

continuous effort. So if people found it a nice initiative 

and are willing to help for a second edition, tell me! 

Who knows?   

 

Do you have nice stories too about that week? Share them on Facebook, pass by for a chat or send me a message.   

          Anna Luijten (49) 

 

Stefan with his collection of jars. 
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Honourable members of the Droef Community, 
 
As the chairman* of the Esteemed Committee of 
the Droef Garden Historical Society**, which 
performed the XVII Annual Judgings last year, I 
was honoured to be asked by your housing agency 
Idealis to lead a panel of judges to supervise the 
Droef Garden Competition 2015. 
 
Naturally I swept all other highly important tasks 
aside, to prioritize this highly prestigious function 
and give, to the best of my abilities, the definitive 
ruling over the "Tofste Tuin" of 2015. This, I realize, 
is no light task. Many different varieties of gardens 
exist, and the multitude of ways in which the 
gardens are enjoyed will always suffer under the 
necessary abstraction and simplification of a 
competition. Not to mention that the qualitative 
valuing of gardens is likely to be underrated unless 
a person 'lives' the garden, experiencing all its 
minute details, exploring the oomph and the 
sparkle of the "Genius Loci" of a garden, enjoying 
the vivacity of a garden-place during a party, a 
barbecue or a lounge in the sun. 
 
Nevertheless, I accept this task most humbly, and 
will endeavour to give a fair and balanced ruling as 
an independent outsider. The judgings shall take 
place on Monday 18th or tuesday 19th of May, in 
the afternoon (depending on the weather). This 
date was selected over the week after Easter, since 
by then you can start to see some results of 
gardening, with either the first crop of vegetables, 
the fresh scent of grass or a beautiful 
presentation of flowers. Even people who are 
new to gardening will then have some chance to 
show us their skills. It is my sincere hope that we 
may end the afternoon with all of the Droef 
Community on the field, perhaps with a tasting of 
different products from the garden for the judges? 
 
As my co-judges, I present Eugène van Meteren, 
caretaker for the Droevendaal complex, and 
Barbara Heutink, tenant-communicator-at-large. 
These two fine people have your best interests at 

heart, and they've agreed to take a minimal role in 
the judgings. Of course Idealis would like you to 
clean up the garden, but in a preparatory talk with 
them, they've been very open and forthright: They 
do not want to make Droef a park-style area, but 
they do want to facilitate some useful gardening 
opportunities. For instance, perhaps you would like 
a little more sun in your garden, which is good 
for crops, dinnerparties, lounging, etc. You don't 
_have_ to do it, but it can make your own living 
experience more pleasant. For such a purpose, 
Idealis rented a container, so you can dispose of 
your larger waste - maybe some old bikes, watery 
couches, hmm? It's costing them a bit of money, so 
the container will only be available until the morning 
of the 18th of May. I'd recommend to make use of 
it, not for Idealis, but to improve your own garden 
experience. It's useful because the municipality 
does not regularly pick up large waste at 
Droevendaal. 
 
As to the awards which have been set by Idealis: 
Of course we will maintain the promise of a prize. 
But since a financial incentive is a poor reward for 
performing creative tasks *** - and by all accounts, 
gardening is a creative task - , that is not all we 
have for you in store! Due to my extensive garden-
judgings experiences****, we have come to the 
conclusion that a reward should also include a 
prestige benefit, and Idealis has agreed to it. As an 
extra, the Judges will hand out two Trophies, one in 
gold and one in silver, which can rotate with every 
new year and help the sense of community at 
Droef! 
 
And so, I'm looking forward to seeing a lot of 
creative, passionate gardeners at the 18th or 19th 
of May, and share the community experience with 
other Honourable Droevies: you are welcome to 
join us on our walk as we progress from garden to 
garden on that day and exchange ideas and admire 
other Droevies' handiwork. 

 
 
Signed, 
 
Judge Dredd 
 
 
(references:  
 * - Judge Dredd;   
** - XVII Annual Judging by the Esteemed Committee of the Droef Garden Historical Society, as published in 
Droevendalia 87 
*** - http://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pink_on_motivation 
**** - Beste Tuin van Droevendaal competitie 2011, XVII Annual Judging 2014 
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Pictures of the Month  

 
March: Almost spring.. but the soil is still wet! Louise 

 
 

 
                       Fabian and Thibault, enjoying the pond, April 10th.  Kris, 55 
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The	future	of	our	Internet	
 
As will be clear to everybody, our current Internet connection (in-Droevendaal infrastructure by Idealis, signal 
and helpdesk organized by WUR) will be switched off anyway. On short term, we will get an offer  from 
Idealis to have both Internet as well as cable television organized by UPC/Ziggo/ittdesk (see 
www.ittdesk.nl/idealis).  This will be an Internet connection with a guaranteed speed of 25 Mb/s up and 
down, and a sophisticated helpdesk.  And, probably with a set-up box, cable television with quite some, 
mainly Dutch, channels.  It was not possible to have Internet without television. This deal will cost us € 15 per 
person per month (and UPC will actually loose money on this, because they have to invest in new  glassfibers 
from Ede to the Common Barrack data room). 
 
As Droevendaal, we can decide if we want this or not. Every official renter (so not the subrenters)  will get an 
unique weblink to vote. If 70% of us agrees,  it’s going to happen. If 30% of us does not agree, it will not happen 
– this is in the Dutch law. If none of those quota  are being met, I - as your tenant representative-  have to go 
around with paper forms, until a final decision can be made. So, whatever your opinion is, please vote! Not 
voting is not a signal to Idealis or whatsoever, it’s just more (annoying) work for me. 
 
At this moment, Idealis states that if we refuse, the existing infrastructure cannot be used for an alternative. 
Perhaps they will soften that approach after a refusal, we just don’t know yet. However, to test the most 
obvious alternative, at barrack 37 we organized an ADSL test connection and our own internal network 
(with Wifi and Powerline) .  And it works a bit slower but actually quite smooth, given that we are not a gaming 
or heavy downloading barrack. It is possible to watch two normal quality television channels simultaneously 
(like www.npo.nl:  live stream or ‘Uitzending gemist’), to listen Internet radio, to have Skype with video 
connection etc, and, after a login, to access the library contents of Wageningen University.  Downloading a 4 
GB DVD image however takes several hours.. 
I checked both at the provider and at the ‘Juridisch loket’:  sharing an Internet connection within a student 
house is legally sound.  
In technical terms: with our subscription, we get in real life a download of about 15 Mb/s and an upload of 0.8 
Mb/s for € 20.50 per month, so € 3,40 per person. We already use a wired telephone line, otherwise there will 
be additional costs (‘none line sharing’: € 9 per month at our provider).  In our case, we had an one-time 
investment of about € 130 in hardware (ASDL router with WiFi, Powerline adaptors) but this can also be 
organized otherwise. 
We will test it a bit more and elaborate on our experiments. If you want to experience this ADSL connection  
yourself before taking your decision about the Idealis/UPC/Ziggo offer, just pass by at ‘37. Any questions: 
mayor@droevendaal.nl. 
 

Luc, tenant representative / mayor, Droef 37 
 
 

Rent	increase	
 
We all got an email from Idealis stating that our basic rent [kale huur] will go up with the maximal allowed 
2.5% (€4.67). This has to do with inflation correction and with the new rent policy, that makes Droevendaal 
more expensive.   For current tenants, in the coming years this rent increase will be gradually. In case of new 
contracts, the rent will be €22 + inflation more at once, starting from July 1st.  Nice to tell  if new people are 
applying for a room! 
 
 

Droef	September	party	
 

As  it is getting time to apply for new permits and start up other things,  strong  leaders / people with 
organizing capabilities are needed on short term!  Please contact Salome (101)  or Joanne (37): they can tell 

you where to start.  Or: mayor@droevendaal.nl
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Minutes	Droefmeeting		10/03/2015 

Minutes: Anouk (43) & Jelle (47). Present: a lot of Droevendalers, Eugene and Barbara from Idealis at the beginning, Alex & 
companion from the police at the very beginning. Chair: Luc (37) 
 
1. Start etc. 
2. The w**d story continued: our district agent [wijkagent] Alex de Wit, with companion, will pass by and explain the Dutch tolerance 
policy [gedoogbeleid] regarding w**d production, and his view on Droevendaal in this respect.  
Last September the police passed by to destroy a certain quantity of certain plants, for the first 
time in the history of Droevendaal; in November, the police did an announced 
every-gardencheck (surprisingly nothing was found). Alex will explain the ideas 
behind this actions. 
 
Alex explains what happens in the eyes of the police: 
In September the police saw a w**d production far  bigger than the tolerance 
margin (see further for a clear explanation of the tolerance policy). This made 
them decide to destroy it, and but to fine the owners. The police thought it was 
good to check the rest of Droef. They asked Idealis warn the inhabitants of 
Droevendaal of this control in advance.  
Maybe in the eyes of Droef this action was considered rough, but in the eyes of 
the police it was a very mild decision, considering the rules of tolerance policy.  
If the police would see this amount of w**d in another place the consequences 
would have been worse.  
Question from the room: Why this mild treatment towards Droevendaal?  
Alex: The plants were in the garden and you could see that they were for own 
use. Therefore my colleagues decided to only take them away (and not give 
them also a fine) and control the rest of Droevendaal. If the plants would have been inside the story would have been different. This 
because of risks for others, in terms of fire danger etc.  
Eugene (caretaker Droevendaal): I have more often seen w**d plants but I never reported this, I was wrongly accused of doing so. But 
from now on I have to report everything I see, I got strict orders from the Idealis management about this. According to the rules of 
Idealis, you will be kicked out of your room when w**d, whatever quantity, is found.  Question towards Alex: If I see a plant standing in 
a room, what should I do?  
Alex: You can email me and I will take care of it. As a district agent (wijkagent) I can move into the ‘grey areas’ let’s say. I don’t need to 
make a police report if I can take care of it myself. As a district agent I want to understand how communities live, I want to understand 
how Droevendaal lives. I will report things, but perhaps only in my notebook, not more.  
We are here for you! Not only to see what you’re doing wrong and to intrude you privacy but also to help you.  
 
Question from the room: The police is coming in the gardens, why? Are they allowed? 
Alex: The police is always allowed to enter gardens. To enter a house it is different, they need to have a warrant.  
NOTE from companion of Alex: Growing, buying and using w**d is a criminal deed, but it will not be prosecuted (when you are in the 
tolerance margins) because of the tolerance policy (gedoogbeleid).  
  
Remark of someone in the room: Dead w**d plants also count as  plant! ;) 
Someone in the room about the September action: It is experienced roughly when police officers take the plants without saying 
anything to the inhabitants of that house. For the next time it would be nice to take this into account; that communication towards 
inhabitants is important.  

 

 
Contact Alex: alex.h.de.wit@politie.nl  
Contact general police: 0900 8844; you can 
ask for Alex 
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Alex: We heard this before (after it happened)  and we will take it into account! Further, it is hard for me to talk about something 
colleagues of mine did. I was not there, so I cannot judge now. But I can imagine when more than a dozen people ask you (an police 
officer) the same question over and over again that after a while you rather don’t give answers anymore.  
 
Question: If you would see a plant would you take it away? 
Alex: When I will bike here and I see some plants I will take it away. But it is not that I’m every weekend here; it is not my hobby to 
check out Droevendaal for w**d plants.  
 

 
The Dutch Tolerance Policy 
Growing 
It is not allowed at all to have any plants! BUT, if you have less than 5 plants the police will only take them away and there will 
be no consequences. If you have more than 5 plants the police will take them away + you can get a fine, or even worse.  
5 plants = per household 
 
Buying 
You may buy w**d, but if the police sees you on the street with it they can take it away and give you a fine. What happens 
when: 
Less than 5 grams (amount assumes it is for own use) � The police can take it from you. 
More than 5 grams or dealing � The police will take it away and can give you a fine, or even worse. 

 
3. More police: now Alex is here anyway, we can ask him what was his opinion of the DroefFest last September etc. 
Luc: What do you think of last Droeffest?  
Alex: It was a nice party. This year was much better than previous years. There were no complaints from Bennekom/Wageningen. We 
could do our job properly. The only remark is that after 4AM, when the guards left there spots, some people came in with the intension 
to steal stuff.  
Someone: Indeed. Next year the guards will stay till 6 o’clock.  
Alex: It was so good that we have to do it again like this – No problems and good organization.  
 
Question from the room: Why was the stage not allowed (and had to be taken away) for the field festival last year? 
Alex: you need to have a permit for public spaces. The road and the field on Droevendaal is a public space.  
We talked (also with Idealis) about the possibilities to make Droevendaal a complete private space, but it is not doable to do so. 
For parties (on the field): you may have speakers outside but you shouldn’t make any noise pollution. 
 

4. Idealis: coming maintenance projects.  
Idealis wants to renew the water/heating system (on the roof) because they are already a few years old and in need of replacement. 
The have two pilot houses (Droevendaal 43 and 59) where they test two different systems. The one that will show the best result will 
come in every house of Droevendaal. Idealis estimates this will happen after the summer.  
 
5. Idealis: general small stuff: how to deal with old cars, horse trailer etc. that are using our parking places? What is the future of the 
second hand shop in the bicycle shed? Are there still rats running around? 
 An idea of Idealis: The Droef Garden Competition. 
Idealis would like to organise a competition on Droevendaal for the most beautiful garden. Two inhabitants of Droef can be in the jury 
and may decide what is beautiful. Of course, everybody is a winner, but the ones that are called ‘best’  and ‘second-best’ will fall into 
prices. The number 1 will get €125,- (to spend at the Hoge Born and the number 2 will get €75,- to spend in the Hoge Born. This event 
is organized to clean up Droef a bit.  Therefore, Idealis will place by that time a container.  
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When this will happen: ? – this will be announced by Idealis. 
 
How to deal with the old cars and horse trailers? 
The police and Idealis cannot do so much against cars that are staying for a long time on the same spot. So it is our task, as a Droef 
inhabitant, if we know to whom the car belongs to contact these persons.  
Moira says to know the owner of the yellow car – she will contact this person.  
 
6. Idealis: any remaining questions, complaints etc.. 
Question out of the room about the garden wilderness: Why is it made so tidy lately? Why is there a new architect?  
Idealis: It is in line what is discussed with also the Droef Green Group a few years ago.  
Question: Why is there no organic waste bin (for organic waste that doesn’t go in the compost)?  
Idealis: It can be arranged. We can put it on then to-do list list.   
The cooker hoods (afzuigkappen) will be checked by a company: something is wrong by most of it. 
 
6A Internet.  
12 years ago the WUR connected Internet to all the Idealis houses. Idealis wants to have another provider. Their offer is an UPC 
Internet+cable television on every Idealis room, for 15 euros per person per month (and the Droevendaal basic rent [kale huur] is going 
up by 20 euroos / month anyway, for totally other reasons).  In April, there will be a poll: 70% of all Droevendalers have to agree to let it 
happen. 
Remark from the room: It is way too much if we would pay the UPC offer. It means per house we pay €90,- Our roommate called some 
companies and heard for now an offer of 30/40,- per house  for internet.  
Question asked towards the room: Is someone in favour of cable TV in the private room? No one in the room is in favour.  
Question asked towards the room: Is someone in favour of cable TV in the living room? No one in the room is in favour.  
So: No one wants cable television, unanimous 
We spoke about what Idealis can offer else, Idealis has just one package, but maybe it’s possible to reduce it to 10 or 11 euro without 
television. [later added remark: No this is finally not possible] 
What are the alternatives? 
Brent (57?) wants to sort out what we have in the ground in Droevendaal, what networks we can use. Johan (47) and Nine (45) offered 
to help/do that as well. 
Is it obligatory to provide internet for student housing ?  We don’t know. Does somebody wants to find out? 
(https://www.juridischloket.nl/) 
Is it possible to reduce the rent by 15 euro’s but increase service costs with 15 euro?  No, because we need to vote in favor when 
something is added to our service costs.  
Renato (107): So the options are: ADSL or glassfiber?  
ADSL is 30 euro per month per barrack. ICT at the university knows and someone of Idealis knows. Can UPC see us as a household? 
Not for cable tv, probably for internet . Brent (57) will find out . 
In case there’s need for a house to find out if ADSL works ok, House 47 volunteers for this. 
 
7. Droeffeest concluding remarks, things that still need to be done (and who is gonna do it), and: how about coming autumn..? 
Protocol is in process, by Salome(101), Marta (99) and Johanna (37). 
There’s a need for new people to organize Droeffeest. Already think about it. Now we have the ‘draaiboek’, (protocol) it is less work. 
Johanna (37) makes job descriptions, will be send by email. 
The team should be together in April, in May the permit application should be underway.  
Last years before 2014 is was a lot of drama. 2014 had security and fences. This year security should be even longer here.  
Finances: Donations +/- 1000 euros, now we have 1500 euro in plus:  We made profit. 

8. Greengroup 
There’re should be a day organized to clean the willow branches. This week people help, should be done before spring.  
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Compost: everyone can take it from the common compost pile. 
Stefan (55) wrote down interested people for the greengroup. 
If you’re interested, the droevendaal greenplan is with Stefan (55) 
 
9. Common Barrack 
CB committee is not here. Next Friday CB meeting @ 69 @ 18:00 
Take care with keys! They should be returned to the right house (69 or 61): it is really annoying if you have to look for them.  
Now, there is a (fixed) professional music system in the CB 
 

10. Other activities 
Admins of Droevendaal  Inhabitants facebook:  
Pieter (33) : We need admins in the 65-corner of Droevendaal that know other people their internet names.  
(no new people yet..) 
Request whether it is up to date 
VOKO 
Nine (45): New system, improved but difficulties 
To order, come to 45/ VOKO committee when asked for and do not email your order. Pay on time by bank transfer 
Biggest problem =truck unloading.  
Decided that every house sends a representative to help. 
Anyone wants to join the VOKO team? 
Fabian (49) wants to join 
Beamer 
51 has the Droef beamer, should return it there. Maria(51) is the main reference. 
Email newsletter 
Luc (37) tries to reinstall email list. 
Give away shop 
It’s cleaned by Droef 47, keep it clean together now. 
Parties 
Can parties be announced? In case people need to sleep, they can go somewhere else: it’s quite annoying if nobody tells you 
beforehand and you cannot sleep. Tell nearest neighbors and via facebook or mailboxes, at least one day in advance. 
Droef Finances 
3000 euro on Droevendaal account. Ideas are welcome. 
1000 euro on CB account.  
1500 on Droeffest account. 
Coffee barrack 
Come and ask at the Coffee Barrack if you have products for Droevendaal that can be stored for a while.  
Caravans/Campers 
Speak with them if you want to know why they are here.  But they should not stay at our parking plots forever. 
 

11. Finish 
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Running services at Droevendaal (May 2015) 
 
 
COMMON BARRACK , long ladders, water-vacuum cleaner: the common barrack team, chaired by 
Francesca, 35 
Keys can be picked up at Barrack 69 or Barrack 61 AFTER a reservation at droevendaal.nl > Common Barrack Agenda 
 
DROEFBEAMER : Maria, 51; 
 
GREENGROUP : Stefan, 55 and Djoerd, 65 
 
CLEANING TEAM & Waggon: Jelle, 47 & Anouk, 43 & Luc, 37. 
You can pick up the waggon at the shed between barrack 71 and the CB, using your own key. Please report flat tires, 
broken parts etc. so it can be fixed! > mayor@droevendaal.nl. 
 
TRICYCLE/BAKFIETS: You can rent the bakfiets for  € 4.50. Ask Rens at 45. 
 
KEY FOR MOTORCYCLE SHED : short term: 103 long term: caretaker 
 
FAIR-TRADE STUFF : Barrack 35, between 10 and 10 if somebody at home 
 
DROEF EMMAUS : in the common bicycle shed; you can enter with your own key. Only books and clothes, please no 
trash! Maintenance: barrack 47 
 
GRASSMOWERS : 103. Costs: 2.50 
 
BUSHCUTTER: 45. Costs: 2.50 
 
CHAINSAW : Stefan, 55 
 
VOKO (cooperative organic food ordering): droefvoko@gmail.com 
 
FACEBOOK “Droevendaal Inhabitants”: Pieter, 35. You can only be member if you are actually living on Droevendaal  
 
WELCOME PACKAGES for new Droevendalers (fixed rooms) are organized by Roos, 81 
 
Tenants' REPRESENTATION, safety issues, DroefMail, this Droevendalia:  Luc, 37 ( mayor@droevendaal.nl) 

� If you are living on Droevendaal, but don’t get DroefMail, please notify newsletter@droevendaal.nl 
 
 
 
 

Common	Barrack	±	agenda		
(check for finetuning on www.droevendaal.nl > Common Barrack Agenda ) 

 

Monday  18:00 Salsa teaching Organized by Lucia, 91 
 20:00 Droef Choir Roos, 81 
Tuesday 18:00 Yoga Anneke, 91 
 20:00 Laughter yoga Samira 
Wednesday  20:00 Juggling Pieter, 35. With nice weather on the field 
Thursday 18:00 Yoga Anneke, 91 
 20:00 Swordfighting Olaf, 41 
Friday 18:00 Yoga (Vinyasa Flow) Dylan, 89 
Sunday 19:00 Murga Francesca, 35 

 
 
 
 
 

 


